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This makes the  
i-CON TRACE® unique

100% Connectivity

With the i-CON TRACE®, Ersa presents the world‘s first IoT 
soldering station that enables full traceability in manual 
soldering. Featuring integrated WLAN, Bluetooth and a 
network card on board, the i-CON TRACE® provides 100 % 
connectivity in digitally networked manufacturing processes 
straight out-of-the-box.

Green means Go!

Featuring only an on/off switch and three LEDs, the ope-
rating concept differs significantly from other industrial 
soldering stations. The LED interface literally gives the user 
the green light as soon as the predefined temperature at 
the soldering tip is reached and the soldering process can 
be started. This ensures that each solder joint is soldered 
at exactly the right temperature and with the appropriate 
material.

Best Performance

The i-CON TRACE® impresses with maximum performance 
and minimum operating costs. Its 150-watt power ensures 
fast heat-up and even faster reheating. The temperature 
can be adjusted very precisely in 2° steps. Newly designed 
soldering tips bring the heat with pinpoint accuracy to the 
solder joint. 
Both the heating element and the soldering tip of the 
i-CON TRACE® can be changed individually without any loss 
of soldering performance. This means that each wear part 
is only replaced if it is really necessary – saving not only 
ressources but also money.
The patented Tip‘n‘Turn concept of the i-CON TRACE® 
soldering tips allows tips to be changed in record time and 
without the risk of burns.

GLOBAL. AHEAD. SUSTAINABLE.

Plant 10,000 trees 
with the i-CON TRACE® 
Rainforest Edition.

Limited 
Rainforest Edition

€ 349 only
Order No. 0ICT1000A-VER1



Learn more and place your order: 
www.i-con-trace.com

On the occasion of our 100th anniversary, we are donating the proceeds of the Rainforest 
Edition, which is limited to 300 i-CON TRACE® stations, to a sustainable rainforest project 
run by a large international aid organization.

Premium Performance. Minimum Cost. 
Sustainably into the future.

Limited 
Rainforest Edition

€ 349 only
Order No. 0ICT1000A-VER1

Order Information
Order code 0ICT1000A-VER1

Price 349 €

Max. order Quantity 5 pcs


